§ 993.101

percent (20%), except that the first eight percent (8%) of end cracks shall be given one-half value and any additional percentage of end cracks shall be given full value.

Effective Date Note: At 70 FR 30613, May 27, 2005, §993.97 was suspended indefinitely.

Subpart—Administrative Rules and Regulations

DEFINITIONS

Source: 26 FR 8278, Sept. 2, 1961, unless otherwise noted.

§ 993.102 Committee.

Committee means the Prune Marketing Committee established pursuant to §993.24.


§ 993.103 Terms in the order.

Terms defined in the order shall have the same meaning when used in this subpart.

§ 993.104 Lot.

(a) Lot for the purposes of §§993.49 and 993.149 means any quantity of prunes delivered by one producer or one dehydrator to a handler on which inspection is requested: Provided, That a lot shall be limited to (1) the prunes contained in not more than 30 “ton box” containers or (2), if in other containers, not more than 60,000 pounds of prunes. If the prunes in any containers are markedly inferior in quality and condition to other prunes in the proffered lot, the containers shall be segregated into lots of reasonable uniform quality.

(b) Lot for the purposes of §§993.50 and 993.150 means:

(1) With respect to in-line inspection either (i) the aggregate quantity of prunes of the same size, other than those rejected by inspection, processed in any continuous production of one calendar day and packed during such day in one size and style of container or (ii) the aggregate quantity of prunes of the same size, other than those rejected by inspection, so processed and held in packing containers for later packaging.

(2) With respect to floor inspection either (i) prunes not previously inspected in-line, of the same size, in like containers, bearing the same identification (e.g., brand) if in consumer packages, and offered for inspection as a lot; or (ii) prunes previously inspected in-line but rejected as failing to meet requirements, of the same size, in like containers, processed in any continuous production of one calendar day, and offered for inspection as a new lot.

Effective Date Note: At 70 FR 30613, May 27, 2005, §993.104 was suspended indefinitely.

§ 993.105 Size count.

Size count means the count or number of prunes per pound.


Effective Date Note: At 70 FR 30613, May 27, 2005, §993.105 was suspended indefinitely.

§ 993.106 In-line inspection.

In-line inspection means inspection of prunes where samples are drawn from a flow of prunes prior to packaging.

Effective Date Note: At 70 FR 30613, May 27, 2005, §993.106 was suspended indefinitely.

§ 993.107 Floor inspection.

Floor inspection means inspection of prunes where samples are drawn from packaged prunes or from unpackaged prunes that are held in packing containers.

Effective Date Note: At 70 FR 30613, May 27, 2005, §993.107 was suspended indefinitely.

§ 993.108 Non-human consumption outlet.

Non-human consumption outlet means any livestock feeder or manufacturer of inedible syrup, industrial alcohol, animal feed, or other product for non-human use, who has established, to the satisfaction of the committee, that any prunes or prune waste received for a